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Town of Farmington Planning Board                            November 1, 2019 
1000 County Rd. 8  
Farmington, NY 14425 

 
RE: Project Status Log – 11-1-2019 

 

Dear Town of Farmington Planning Board,  

 

Delaware River Solar (“DRS”) is pleased to have the opportunity to bring the benefits of 

Community Solar to the Town of Farmington. DRS has proposed three (3), 2.388 Mega Watt ac 

Community Solar facilities that will generate, in the aggregate, approximately 7 MW of clean and 

“green” electricity that will be distributed over the existing electrical grid (the “Projects”). 

 

As mentioned in our October 31, 2019 Project Status letter, the site plan has been updated 

based on verification by RGE of where the utility interconnection poles, and access roads to 

service these poles must be sited. This detail was verified on a site visit conducted by RGE on 

October 10, 2019, and has been updated through design revisions with DRS through October 

31. As mentioned in our Project Memorandum, and at previous review meetings, each project 

requires their own Point of Interconnection (POI) to connect to existing RGE powerlines. From 

the 10/10 site visit, RGE proposed that two new access roads be built to serve two of the POI, 

and the center POI would be served from the originally proposed access road. Normally, POI 

detail is only possible to determine by RGE after a final site plan is approved for a project. In this 

case, RGE was able to conduct their site visit prior to final site plan approval, in part because 

they are required to schedule the design and ordering of the POI equipment within a certain 

timeframe, and because DRS requested this to be done so that full site plan details can be 

determined prior to SEQR being amended.  

 

DRS has completed coordination with RGE to revise the POI design, so that all three POI 

locations can be sited at the central access road. This change avoids building two additional 

access roads from Fox Road, and also minimizes visual impacts to the greatest extend possible. 

These changes to not impact the SWPPP scope, so the SWPPP will be updated after comments 

are received by the Town Engineer. Attached with this letter are updated site plans, to be 

reviewed by the Planning Board, and to be circulated to SEQR Involved Agencies.  
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We thank the Town of Farmington for the thorough review of these projects, and look forward 

to the continued review of the Site Plan, Subdivision, and Special Permit applications.  

 
Sincerely,  
 
----------------------- 
Daniel Compitello 
Project Developer 

 
130 North Winton Road #415 
Rochester, NY 14610 
 


